The Story of Mena and the Necklace
Black hair, Hazel eyes, and blah. That's how I described myself. I think i am the most
BORING person in the world. I am 21, soon to be 22,and i wanted to do something
exciting, but i had a fear of traveling. Well, specifically buses, caused by all the news
reports about crashes and all that horrible news. I live in stonefall, a little city in the
country housing but a couple of homes, and a single office building, called “bink inc.”
which i think is quite a silly name honestly,but i just happen to work there. But, it's fine
because my birthday is next wednesday, the 21 of March, so I won’t be a boring person,
whos boring 21 no more! Hmmm... well, i might as well count the days till my birthday!
Let's see...one...two..three...Oh wait! This calendar in in april, not march! Guess i should
flip back to march… Oh? Its tomorrow??? My birthdays tomorrow? Whoops.Now that i
think about it, i guess people have been acting suspicious… Also whoops.Oh hey, what
time is it? 3:45!! Oh, time to go to sleep! *4 hours later* huh? There's a box under my
arm… ugh maybe that's why i was having trouble at like… 5:00? Well, let's open the box!
*opens box* Oh! It's a necklace, And a beautiful one too! * picks up * ACK! *drops
necklace* It was burning…..OHH MYY! Oh that was scary….It's a ghost ? WHAT? It can
talk? Yesssss…. Oh shoot! It can talk! Dang. Well, hello little ghostie! Hellloooo, also don't
call me that i am over 100 years olddddd…..Wanna like be friends? Wow that was straight
forward….okay i guessss….. Good, because i need a travel buddy because i am scared to
travel! Yet againnnnnn…. So straight forward.. Sorry. It's finnneee...i have a travel spot for
ya! Lets go! Let's take the winged bus….winged bus? What? Okay? *After a while on the
bus….* We’re here! The crystallized forest! * a couple seconds later,,,* Well you saw it,... I
saw it…. Lets go! Nooooo….fine. Wow! Look over there! It's a golden yarn! Oh my gosh!
Let's go home and put it with the necklace! Okayyy…. * after a brief ride back * We’re
back where's the necklace! Oh, there! * puts yarn though necklace piece * There! You
knowww….. All those pieces of the necklace your hold is my family. Could you maybe glue it
maybe so so i can see them and go home? Oh! I didn't know that! Yes, i will fix it! *fixes
necklace with glue, magically seals* Wow.. But wait, does this mean you wouldnt come
back? Nooo… I will visit…. Yay! Well… goodbye I guess? Goodbyeee…. See you later
friend, and travel buddy!

